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Address Alti Solar 
Gasan-dong 481-11, Daeryung Technotown 8th No. 210 
153-775 Seoul

Country South Korea

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
alti-solar®; focuses on providing industry’s finest amorphous silicon thin-film modules offering economic, clean and renewable alternative to
conventional electricity. We aim to contribute to your daily lives by reducing fossil fuel dependencies, CO2 emissions and providing long-lasting
environmental friendly manufactured solar modules. Headquartered in Seoul, Korea, alti-solar’s 50MW production complex lies in southern Korea
encompassing over 300 employees. Production capacity is to be expanded to 150MW by 2011 with future lineup to include tandem and triple
junctioned a-Si modules. Production facility is based on proven Ulvac manufacturing process with twenty percent of revenue to be reinvested in new
technologies and further improving production efficiencies. alti-solar’s a-Si solar modules generally provides more kilowatt hours in real outdoor
conditions with its greater resistance to losses caused by ambient temperature, sunlight intensity and mid-day shadowing. Furthermore, a-Si module’s
reduced supply chain process compared to crystalline silicon manufacturing offers a stable and constant supply management.
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